and concrete pointers for classroom engagement and experimentation. Teachers can thereby implement such learning approaches in practice, reflecting and receiving feedback.

Outlook

A proposed Phase 3 aims to radically improve the quality of both teacher education and teaching in low-resourced basic schools in SSA by building on the work already carried out in Zambia and South Africa, and in particular on our innovative multimedia professional learning resource. With further funding, we would hope to roll out the OER4Schools programme more widely and increase sustainability by embedding the approach in teacher education.

In Zambia, we intend to continue the programme at our trial school, extending the grade range up and down to include all teachers at the school. This will provide a blueprint for a year-long whole-school engagement offering easily accessible support for teachers. Further, we are working on integrating our materials within initial and in-service teacher education, including teaching practice elements of those programmes. This includes courses administered by teacher colleges and universities in Zambia and elsewhere in sub-Saharan Africa. We have successfully run “taster workshops” at a number of HEIs, inducting lecturers who then ran workshops for their students. In future, we seek to build professional capacity of our HEI partners to train regional and school-based professional development leaders and mentors.

To extend our programme into distance education, we have devised outline plans with the University of South Africa (Unisa) to integrate our materials in their diploma courses in mathematics and science education. Another key partner in working with HEIs is the South African Institute of Distance Education. This allows us to engage further HEIs and adapt our programme for new country contexts too, integrating other CCE project strands, including themes on girls’ education, Leadership for Learning and HIV/AIDS.

Overall, we expect this phase to reach a significant number of teachers in SSA. If you would like to get involved in our next phase, e.g. by trialling our materials or helping us extend the work to new contexts, please get in touch.
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The project and its aims

Within the context of primary and secondary education in SSA, the aim of the OER4Schools project is to introduce more interactive forms of subject teaching and learning into the classroom (supported by ICT and Open Educational Resources – educational materials that are freely available under licenses encouraging re-use) and to develop and test strategies for achieving this. The OER4Schools project has pursued this aim in two phases, beginning in August 2009 with a pilot phase (Phase 1) exploring feasibility. This elicited a set of guiding principles for in-school CPD to support such a shift in Zambia and other, similar contexts. It identified the needs of school-based professional learning adapted to the local setting.

The professional learning resource developed in Phase 2 supports interactive teaching – in general, but also through using ICT, digital OER and Open Source software – as an appropriate, or teacher-led, setting. The resource exploits the classroom use of ICT where hardware is available and uses technology as leverage for introducing more interactive approaches. It focuses on active learning by all pupils, collaborative and inquiry-based learning, higher-order questioning to stimulate thinking, dialogue, cross-curricular projects, and assessment for learning. The typical context of large class sizes and very limited physical resources is catered for, and engagement of school leaders, other teachers and parents is supported.

The materials are being participatively developed in conjunction with local stakeholders, including teachers and teacher college lecturers, and draw on work by TESSA (Teacher Education in Sub-Saharan Africa) and other partners. The resource is iteratively developed, trialled and refined. It underpins an ambitious, professional learning programme in one semi-rural school (Grades 4-6) with teachers new to the approach and new to ICT use. Here, a Zambian teacher (a Phase 1 participant) is now leading his colleagues through a series of workshops. Research questions in this case study include: What forms of stimulus and support are most effective in triggering change in pedagogical thinking and practice in low-resource basic schools in Zambia? What are the supporting and constraining factors? How can the programme be scalable and sustainable?

Through our ongoing research we refine our guiding principles for professional learning in this and similar contexts. These include giving teachers ample opportunities to reflect upon and discuss their lessons with peers and to pinpoint areas for development; providing a lesson plan template; head teacher support; creating a safe, respectful environment for trialling new strategies; taking a participatory approach at all levels. Our current research methods include teacher audio diaries, lesson and workshop observations, video recording, teacher interviews, and thematic analysis across the dataset.

Outcomes

All Phase 1 and 2 participants significantly increased their use of digital tools and resources and integration of OER into the learning environment. There was a marked rise in the use of interactive, collaborative approaches, with learners able to explore, discuss and present to peers, including acceptance of “noise” and more practical work. Attendance increased as learning was experienced as fun and interesting. While the pattern of progression towards interactive pedagogy is not likely to be a linear trajectory, teachers shifted towards open-ended questioning, allowing children to engage with ideas more freely. Pupils benefited as teachers became able to innovate and act as catalysts for actively constructing knowledge.

The workshops and audio diaries are encouraging teachers in the current trial to reflect critically on traditional practices such as ability grouping and summative assessment. New approaches they have introduced include mixed pace groups, differentiation by task, formative assessment, collaborative writing and mind-mapping with computers, the “magic microphone” and other techniques to help reticent learners contribute, different kinds of questioning, and use of mini blackboards. Research findings are documented through articles, conference contributions and our unique video materials. Another significant outcome is of course the multimedia professional learning resource itself, freely available as a Creative Commons licensed OER.

Conclusions

Our findings corroborated the conclusion from successful teacher education programmes that a focus on pedagogy, rather than technology is essential. Open-ended questioning needs to be coupled with genuinely open tasks and an emphasis on inquiry. Moreover there is a tendency to teach ICT as a discrete subject. It is because teachers view the initially low ICT literacy levels of most learners as an impediment. In reality the computing skills needed within subject teaching do not require an underlying understanding of computers. Access to technology is also an important motivating factor for teachers and learners. It can play a significant role in facilitating the introduction of new pedagogies. Combined with connectivity, technology additionally enables communication; this is particularly motivating where teachers find themselves posted to areas with few other amenities (running water or reliable electricity supply).

It is important for professional learning programmes to model interactive pedagogical approaches, including ongoing, collaborative and hands-on learning opportunities for teachers, as well as school-based learning opportunities. Developing, sharing and critiquing concrete lessons plans that embed interactive teaching are essential. Indeed, the lack of theory related to practice seems to be a substantial and widespread problem in current Zambian teacher education. Teachers also remained enthusiastic throughout the project. Shifting towards new pedagogies proved possible within a short time and with limited resources.

Recommendations

1. Ongoing support is needed that heeds teachers’ everyday realities and professional capabilities, supporting them in implementing interactive approaches fully and developing the requisite reflective skills to underpin and evaluate these.

2. To improve learning outcomes in SSA, it is vital to provide more, longer term, contextualised CPD opportunities. This means taking a whole school approach – and ultimately developing an educational partnership based on school clustering (Kong et al., 2007) – in reorienting teachers (and school curriculum leaders) towards interactive approaches, both with and without technology.

3. Teacher education colleges need to review their curricula, embedding flexible and blended active learning approaches. Particular emphasis should be placed on developing skills for finding and adapting a wider range of OER, and on providing opportunities

Everyone in class, even the one who doesn’t really talk, was given a chance and they spoke. ... They were following up from what the previous speaker spoke, then they would make a connection. ... Everybody spoke and it came from their hearts. They spoke freely.

Project website: http://www.educ.cam.ac.uk/centres/cce/initiatives/projects/oer4schools/ Professional learning resource: http://orbit.educ.cam.ac.uk/wiki/OER4Schools